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A fundamental aspect of many modern spectral analysis and image restoration 
procedures is the extrapolation of the measured data to achieve improved 
resolution. Iterative extrapolation poses some mathematical questions about con- 
vergence and about the optimality of the resulting limit. We consider these 
questions and discuss briefly the optimality of certain non-iterative extrapolation 
methods. n> 1985 Academx Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The accurate reconstruction of a function from partial information about 
that function is a fundamental mathematical problem that arises in many 
areas of application, such as computerized tomography [6], seismic 
exploration [ 131, optical and acoustic image restoration [ 121, radar and 
sonar beamforming [S] and spectral analysis of time series [3]. In each of 
these areas the finiteness of the measured data is seen as limiting the 
resolution of the reconstructed function. Not surprisingly, mathematical 
techniques for resolution enhancement ypically involve extrapolation of 
the data. Such extrapolation has meaning only if it is based on prior infor- 
mation that suggests how the available data may be related to other values 
as yet unknown. In one case that arises quite often in applications [9], that 
of Fourier transform (FT) estimation, the assumption that the FT sought 
has compact support is commonly employed. 
Let x = x(t) be any member of P” = Y’( - co, co), with Fourier trans- 
form X= X(w) vanishing for (01 > (r. If our data is Lx = (Lx)(t), the 
restriction of x(t) to the interval It\ d L, then because x is (wlog) analytic, 
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x can be recovered exactly from the data Lx. If we do not make the 
assumption that X(o) has compact support such perfect reconstruction is 
no longer possible. 
In signal precessing C-L, L] may be a time interval over which the 
signal has been observed. The vanishing of X(o) off of 52 = C-B, a] 
implies an upper bound on the frequencies involved in the signal. In optical 
image restoration X(o) may be the object of interest, with finite extent 
limited to 52. The w is a spatial variable in this case, so that 1 is spatial fre- 
quency. Imaging systems typically involve attenuation of spatial frequencies 
above a pass-band limit L, so that the measured data is (ideally) Lx. 
In the cases just described the data is assumed to be continuous over 
some interval: The reconstruction of X(w) from such data we call the con- 
tinuous problem (CP). In practice data is sampled and digitized, so that 
only finitely many values of ~(1) are available. Reconstructing X(o) from 
finite data is the discrete problem (DP). 
In DP the data is not sufficient to uniquely determine X(o) and one 
must employ models. The reconstruction models may be iterative or non- 
iterative. In either case, some sort of minimum norm or best approximation 
criterion is often operating. The most well known extrapolation procedure 
is the iterative method of Gerchberg, Papoulis and Cadzow (GPC) 
[4, 11,2] developed for the CP case, but easily modified to apply to DP 
through the use of fast Fourier transformations (FFT). It is well known, 
and easily shown, that the GPC converges, in the DP case, to the function 
of minimum 9’ norm consistent with both the data and support con- 
straints. In actual implementations the GPC is modified in a manner that 
changes the limit function. In this paper we discuss this modification and 
establish the optimality of the limit of the modified procedure. An alter- 
native to iterative extrapolation is closed-form estimation of the X(w) using 
finite parameter models. Such models also perform extrapolation and we 
consider briefly the optimality of such methods. 
The GPC involves, at each step, the calculation of a FT over an infinite 
interval. In practice, this infinite interval is replaced by a large, but finite, 
interval, thereby altering the iterative scheme and the limit as well [5]. We 
shall show that the modified GPC, which we call the finite-interval GPC 
(FGPC), converges to a data consistent function whose FT is as concen- 
trated on Sz as is possible, given the form of the limit function. The proof 
makes use of the uncertainty principle (discussed by Landau and 
Pollak [IO]) for the CP case, but is simpler for DP. 
Closed-form extrapolation procedures based on minimum norm criteria 
involve a kernel function that incorporates prior correlation information 
linking observed and unobserved values of x(t). By incorporating prior 
information about X(o) in the choice of kernel function broad features of 
the X(w) that are known a priori become part of the posterior estimate. 
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The resulting reconstruction of X(w) can be viewed as a best 
approximation of X(o) in an appropriately selected weighted LY2 space. 
2. THE EXTRAPOLATION PROBLEM 
With Sz denoting the operator induced by restriction of the Fourier 
transform to the interval C-c’, ~1 (so that Qx = x) and with g, = Lx, the 
nth iterate of the GPC method is 
g,=g,+(I-L)Qg,-1. (2.1) 
That g, converges to x (for CP) is easily established by expanding x in 
terms of eigenfunctions of the operator LQ. In practice, the operator I- L 
in (2.1) is replaced by M - L, where M > L is some finite number. The nth 
iterate of the resulting finite-interval GPC (FGPC) is then 
h,=g,+(M-L)Oh,-,, (2.2) 
with ho = g,. A similar eigenfunction argument can be used to show that h, 
converges to some h, . From (2.2) it follows that 
h,=g,+(M-L)Qh,, (2.3) 
so that Mh, = h,. Consequently we cannot have Oh, = h, ; h, is data- 
consistent (that is, Lh, = Lx) but its Fourier transform has unbounded 
support. As we shall show in the next section, h, is the function of its form 
whose I-L? component has minimum norm; this result also holds in the 
DP case, with M and L suitably modified. 
In the DP case, we assume, for notational convenience, that (T < n and 
that the data is x(m), (ml <L, L an integer. The x is in 6, and we have 
X(w)= f x(m) eim’u, 101 d n. (2.4) 
Given the data, the function X,(o) defined by 
with 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
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has minimum LY2 norm among all functions supported on [ -0, a] and 
consistent with the data. It can be shown that the GPC, defined by (2.1), 
but with the obvious modification implied by x in e2, converges to the 
Fourier transform sequence for X,(o); that is, g, is the member of d, 
whose entries are the Fourier coefficients of X,(w). Because X,(w) (and its 
Fourier coefficients) can be obtained directly from the data, using (2.5) and 
(2.6) it is not necessary to iterate, although there may be some com- 
putational advantage in using an FFT iteratively instead of a (possible 
large) matrix inversion. The matrix in (2.6) is special, however, being her- 
mitian, positive-definite and Toeplitz, and fast routines are available to 
invert it. 
If we modify the GPC in the DP case by replacing I-L with M-L, as 
before, the limiting sequence, h, , is no longer the sequence of Fourier coef- 
ficients of X0(w); because Mh, = h r its Fourier transform is a 
trigonometric polynomial, which cannot vanish for Q < (w( 6 rr unless it 
vanishes identically. As in the continuous case, h, is data-consistent 
(Lh, = Lx). The entries of h, between L and M (and -L and -M) can 
be shown to minimize the norm [1(1-Q) h, [j. 
If we bypass extrapolation in the DP case and use (2.5) (2.6) directly, 
we see that the extrapolated values satisfy 
(2.7) 
for lkj > L. The kernel function, (sin no)/rrn, that appears in (2.6) and (2.7) 
is the extrapolation mechanism whereby the unknown values .2(k), Jkl > L, 
are related to the data x(k), lkJ G L. If (T = rr then 3(k) = 0 for each lkJ > L, 
meaning that if we have no additional information about .X then 0 is the 
most reasonable estimate of the values beyond the data. If 0 <n then not 
all the values beyond the data can be zero and this information constrains 
the unknown values; they become related to the known data in some way. 
The extrapolation (2.7) expresses. through the kernel (sin na)/nn, one way 
in which these unknown values might be related to the data. The kernel in 
(2.7) is the sequence of Fourier coefficients of the function 
P,(w) = 1, IWI 60 
= 0, CT< Iw1<7c 
(2.8) 
This P,(o) incorporates our prior information that X(w) vanishes off of 
[ -0, a]. Beyond this we have no information and P,(w) is appropriately 
noncommittal. As further prior information about the general shape of 
X(w) becomes known we can use it to modify the kernel in (2.6) and (2.7). 
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The resulting extrapolated sequence has a Fourier transform that optimally 
approximates X(o) in an appropriate and useful manner. 
If instead of P,(w) in (2.8) we select any non-negative p(o) in Ypz, its 
Fourier transform, p(t), provides a kernel for extrapolation. We first solve 
the system of linear equations, 
x(k)= 2 a,,, P(k -ml, lkl G L (2.9) 
111 = L 
and having found the a,,,, use the right side of (2.9), with 1 kJ > L, to give 
estimated values for the unobserved x(k). Using these extrapolated values 
as well as the data in a Fourier series (2.4) provides an estimate of X(o) 
that can be written using a finite series. The estimation is 
f(w) = P(u) i a,,, exp( imo). (2.10) 
1,1 = L 
It can be shown that this estimator is an optimal approximation of X(o), 
in the sense of minimizing 
c ~ 
n X(w)- P(u) i a,,, exp(imo) 2 P--‘(o) cl0 (2.11) 
-n 01 = L 
as a function of the a,,,. A more detailed discussion of (2.11), along with a 
related estimation method for tomographic reconstruction is found in [ 11. 
Other extrapolation procedures are discussed in [7]. 
3. OPTIMALITY OF THE FGPC LIMIT 
In this section we focus on the optimality criterion satisfied by the limit 
of the FGPC for the CP case. The result we obtain will hold as well for the 
DP case, with similar, but simpler, proof. 
We see from (2.3) that Mh, = h,, so that we cannot have Qh, = h,; 
indeed the Fourier transform of h, has unbounded support. A plausible 
conjecture is that h, = Mx, but this has recently been shown by Gori and 
Wabnitz [S] to be false; the FGPC fails to accurately extrapolate x even 
within the finite interval C-M, M] used in (2.2). 
Let us consider the class of all functions y in Z2 of the form 
y=g,+(M-L)Qz, (3.1) 
where z G L2 is arbitrary. Because My = y we cannot have Qy = y. We shall 
show that if z is chosen so that (((I- Q) yl( is minimized, then 522 = SZh, . 
By a standard compactness argument we can establish the following: 
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LEMMA 1. Given L, there is 1~ 1 such that, for all x in $P2 with Qx = x, 
IlLxll G 1 lbll. 
With S= {s in 3’21s=Qs} and R= {r in p2/r=Lr}, S+R is a closed 
subspace of ?Y2. This result is in [lo], but the proof is short and we 
include it here. 
LEMMA 2. The subspace S + R is closed in Y2. 
Proof Let {fir = s,, + r,,} be a Cauchy sequence in S + R, with s,, r,, in 
S, R, respectively, for n 2 1. Then ,f,, =s,, - Ls,, + Ls,, + r,, so that 
ILL-f,,,/12= /l(s,,-s,,)-L(s,,-s,)l/‘+ 11~(~,,-~,,)+r,-rT,l12~ IIts,-ss,) 
L(s, - sm)jl 2 3 (1 - 2) j(s, - s,I( *, by Lemma 1. It follows that {sn) (and 
so (rn>) is Cauchy. With s, r the limits of (s,), {r,}, respectively, it follows 
that {,h?} converges to s + r. 
We are now in a position to show that the {hn} in (2.2) converge to a 
function h, in 2’ that is an optimal reconstruction of x in the following 
sense: of all data-consistent functions in Z2 that vanish for (tl > M, h, is 
the most nearly Q-bandlimited. Theorem 1 is a precise formulation of this 
result. 
THEOREM 1. The sequence (h,} defined in (2.2) has limit function h,, 
with h, = Mh,, Lh = Lx. Moreover, if y in 9’ is any function such that 
y = My, Ly = Mx, then (1 (I- l2) y/j 2 I( (I- Q) h, I[, with strict inequality for 
y#L. 
ProoJ 
There is 
Oda.jd 1. 
The operator (M-L) 52 is positive definite on (M-L) 9’. 
then an orthonormal basis if,}, with (M-L) Qf;= a,jj, 
Writing 
h,=g,+(M-L)Qg,= f aif;+g, 
J=O 
(3.2) 
it follows that 
h ?7+1= go+ f a,(1 +Cij+ “’ + qf,7 (3.3) 
.j = 0 
so that h, + 1 converges to 
h, = go+ f (a,/(1 -a,))f;, 
,=o 
(3.4) 
So the FGPC procedure does converge. With the exception of the 
minimum norm property, the facts about h, expressed in the theorem are 
4OYll ,1/l-3 
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obvious. We then consider arbitrary y of the form (3.1) so 
y=g,+(M-L)Qz for some z, and seek that z for which )j(Z-s2)y)) is 
smallest. Writing (I- s2) y = (Z-Q) g, + (I- S2)(M- L) Szz it follows that 
(I-Q)y=g,-(s+u), where u= -(M-L)Qz, s=Q(gd-v). Suppose 
we consider then the problem of minimizing 1) g, - (s + u)ll, over all s, u 
with OS = s, (M - L) u = v. From Lemma 2 it follows that S + (M - L) -9” 
is closed in 9*, so the minimum is attained; let sO + vO be that element at 
which I]g,- (s+ o)ll is least. It then follows that s,=Q(g,-u,) and 
uO = (M - L)( g, - so). Consequently g, - (sO + uO) = (I - Q)(g, - uO). 
Defining y, = g, - uO = g, - (M - L)( g, - s,,) = g, + (M - L) sO we see that 
g, - (sO + uO) has the form (I- Q) y for y = y,, which has the form (3.1). 
So we have succeeded in minimizing jl (I- Q) y (1 over all possible Oz; we 
have Oz = sO as the optimal choice. It follows that 
yo=g,-u,=g,+(M-L)so=g,+(M-L)SZy,; (3.5) 
that is, the optimal yO satisfies the same Eq. (2.3) satisfies by h,. As we 
shall show, Eq. (2.3) has but one solution, so y, = h,. To see this simply 
subtract (3.5) from (2.3) to get 
h, - Yo = (M-L) QL(hcc - Yo). (3.6) 
But then it would be true that h, - y, = Q(h, - yo). This establishes all 
the assertions of the theorem. 
As mentioned earlier, h, is not Mx; if it were then from (2.3) and 
x = Qx would follow (M - L) QMx = (M - L) ax. But this would imply 
QMx = fix = x. But from QMx =x it follows that Mx = x, which is incon- 
sistent with Qx = x. So the FGPC does not accurately extrapolate x, even 
within the interval A4 used in the FGPC. It does, however, provide a 
reconstruction of x that is data consistent and whose FT is as concentrated 
on Q as its algebraic form allows. 
It seems reasonable to conjecture that as M + cc the limit of FGPC will 
converge to that of the GPC. This is the content of Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 2. For fixed M let h,,, be the limit of the FGPC and g, the 
limit of GPC. Then lim, pi oc h,,,,, = g,, in CP and DP. 
We prove the theorem using a sequence of easily established lemmas. 
LEMMA 3. sZg,=g,. 
Proof. Taking limits in (2.1) gives g, = go + (I- L) Szg,, so that 
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Qg, = szg, + Q(Z- L) 52g, * Also Qg, = Q(L + (I- L)) 52g, = QLQg, + 
W-L) Qg,, so that Qg,=OLs2g,. This implies QLg, = QLf2g,, 
from which it follows that go = Lg, = LQg,. This gives 
g, = Lszg, + (Z-L) Qg, = ng,. 
Proof: Write g, = go + (M- L) g, + (Z-M) g, and subtract I?~,~, 
given by (2.3). 
LEMMA 5. (I(I-Q)hm,M(I -+O as M-+ 00. 
Proof: Let y,,,, = go + (M- L)g, = Mg,. Then from Theorem 1 it 
follows that ll(Z-Q)Y,ll 2 llu-QR)kc,Mll. But (I-Q)y, = 
(Z-51)Mg, = -(Z-0)(1-M)g, and II(Z-M)g,ll -PO as M+ co. 
We then have, from Lemma 4, that l/g, - Qh,.,,,J( 2 + I( (Z-Q) h,,,/l 2 = 
II(M-L)(g,-~h,,,)l12+ lIU-Mg,l12. Because IllI-Q)k,,ll and 
li(Z-M)g,)/ go to zero as M+ co, it follows that I)g, -Q&,/l and 
Ij(M- L)( g, - Qh,,,)lJ can be made arbitrarily close. But 
Il(M- L)(g, - QL,,)ll G ll(Z- LKg, - ~h,,,)ll and by Lemma 1 
(using I- L instead of L) we have ll(Z- L)(g, -QRh,,M)ll < 
,U /) g,, - GYI,,,~/ for some 0 -CP < 1, independently of M. It follows that 
II g, - Qh,,,ll -+ 0 as M-+ co. The assertion of the theorem follows from 
Lemmas 3 and 5. 
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